DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT DAY!
This is intended to help anyone who wants a day away from the screen… and fancies doing
something a bit different! This document lists a range of things to inspire you, but equally you may
have an idea of your own too. You might choose an art activity which takes time and focus, you
might choose a design activity which needs a few hours. If your grown up agrees, you might bake
something and write an illustrated recipe. Whatever you choose to do today, you can take your
time and try to make it a screen off day.
Raid the Recycling
Why not raid the recycling and do some junk modelling? Make this the best junk model you have
ever made! Think about it really carefully before you start. Create a plan and see if you make the
end product look just like it.

Rustle Up a Feast
This one could be tricky because you can only use the ingredients you have in your house and you
need your grown up to give you permission. Maybe you could make or bake something yummy.
You could make the lunch and set the table AND do the washing up after. Then you could write a
beautifully illustrated recipe or menu which we could share.

Become a Director
Why not plan and stage your own puppet show! You could make some puppets or use some teddies
- you could even make a theatre. If you don’t have an idea – just use a story that you already know.
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Get Outside
Get wrapped up warm and get outside. Think of your favourite outdoor activity or try something new.

Get Stuck Into a Book
We know some of you love reading but don’t have enough time to get really stuck into a good book.
Well today you have time, snuggle up and get reading. Write a review of your book so that we can
share your thoughts.

Get Serious About a Piece of Art
Some of you love art and whilst we have planned lots of artwork for you to do at home this time how
about taking care and time to create something really special? If you are drawing from real life or
from a picture look carefully! You could even do a grid to help.

Become an Author of a Very Special Book
How about becoming the author of a book? Not just any author but the author of a very special
miniature book. Have a quick look at this website to find out more and then turn off your screens
and get creative.
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Become a Quizmaster
Lots of people have been doing online quizzes with family and friends. How about you write your
own. You could use books you have at home to research the questions. The trick with a good quiz
is that the questions need to be not too tricky or too hard. No one enjoys a quiz where you can’t
answer any of the questions! Maybe you could organise a quiz for your family or friends to try.

Invent a Brand New Board Game
Are you a bit bored of your boardgames? Why not invent a new one. Do a really good job and when
we get back to school, you can bring it in and we can all play it.

Write a Song
Do you fancy being the next singing sensation? Why not test out your song writing skills? If you
feel brave enough you could even perform it in assembly later. The video might help but when you
have watched it, turn off your screens and get thinking. If you don’t have a microphone, a hairbrush
will do!

Challenge Your Grown-ups
Lockdown is tricky for the grown-ups too. Why not challenge them to do a bit of exercise by setting
up an obstacle course. It could be inside or even better outside in the fresh air. Just make sure
you tidy it all up afterwards! Draw a map of the course so that you can alrady remmeber the order.

Have fun and enjoy!
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